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Will Washington's Failures Lead To Second American Revolution? 

Do you find it astounding that a business publication would feature such 

an article?

 
Response 
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  357
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  skipped question 3

Response Text

1 Refreshing honesty. Courageous! Aug 3, 2010 3:11 AM

2 NOTHING ASTONISHES ME TODAY.. Look at the lies told by the democrats in
the last election !!!  and look at how many people believed them ....???????

Aug 3, 2010 3:12 AM

3 Not really, they are finally waking up. Aug 3, 2010 3:12 AM

4 yes Aug 3, 2010 3:16 AM

5 No.

The truth can be found in all the strangest of places.  Just not anywhere near a
Democrat or Obama's MSM.

Aug 3, 2010 3:17 AM

6 No.  Ayn Rand had considerable to say regarding responsible capitalism, and part
of that responsibility is waving red flags and sounding sirens when things are
going downhill.  What I DO find astounding is that there's not been so much as a
plaintive bleat from supposedly responsible publications with national readership.

Aug 3, 2010 3:22 AM

7 Proud of them!!!!!! Aug 3, 2010 3:22 AM

8 no Aug 3, 2010 3:23 AM

9 Yes, but I also find that it is much needed and possibly still too little, too late. Aug 3, 2010 3:24 AM

10 not really Aug 3, 2010 3:24 AM

11 No just shows how bad it is. Aug 3, 2010 3:25 AM

12 No, some  people are paying  attention to sources other than  the lies the so
called mainstream media is putting out. oboma has a chip on his shoulder about
being black, I don't blame him for that, if I woke up in the  morning and looked  in
the  mirror and saw that  face I probably would be pissed off to. Then he has  to
walk into the other room and  see that amazon wife laying in bed and he decides
he has to get even  with the whole white  world.

Aug 3, 2010 3:29 AM

13 no the liberal media is not telling americans what is happening or coming Aug 3, 2010 3:29 AM

14 yes Aug 3, 2010 3:31 AM

15 No there part of the problem also Mr.Oboma did not get elected without there
help,the found out albiet to late he isnt there man.

Aug 3, 2010 3:31 AM

16 3. No, just glad that the truth is getting out. More and more. Aug 3, 2010 3:32 AM

17 Not at all. Aug 3, 2010 3:34 AM

18 On the surface, yes: business in normal times is loathe to make waves or
controversy. On a more fundamental, however, businessmen realize our entire
economic system relies on liberty and systemic square-dealing. Commerce
cannot thrive where faith in government or the future is absent.

Aug 3, 2010 3:34 AM
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19 NO  the current administration is so ANTI BUISINESS any publication dedicated
to buisiness must eventually try to sound the alarm.

Aug 3, 2010 3:37 AM

20 No !
I applaud any publication that prints the truth.
We need a SERIOUS wake up call because we are losing our freedom
with each day that no action is taken. The Tea Party is doing a good job of getting
people involved and making people aware of the changes that are taking place,
however, They fall short of coming right out and saying
that our country is being destroyed right before our eyes.

Aug 3, 2010 3:37 AM

21 No. Investors are the engine of the economy & society. They stand to lose the
most.

Aug 3, 2010 3:38 AM

22 Not Really,business ppl.tend to think realistically-after all,unless they're
politicians,they understand the value of a dollar and how to live w/in a
budget,make payroll,accounting,showing a Profit,ect.;things the govt.just can't
understand,because they(gov.)don't create wealth or jobs or prosperity-they only
know how to take/steal other's $$=Corruption,Corruption,Corruption!(Aaron
Russo)

Aug 3, 2010 3:40 AM

23 Yes! Aug 3, 2010 3:46 AM

24 No!  A few more people speaking up. Aug 3, 2010 3:46 AM

25 Yes in that so much of our media is under the thumb of the power elite and any
reporter that exposes the truth on a broad scale is taking chances with his or her
career.

Aug 3, 2010 3:47 AM

26 Not in the least, bomma's actions have damaged most businesses and further
twisted and added to tax law, fileings and fees.

Aug 3, 2010 3:50 AM

27 Yes.  But I also consider it a sign that the business culture is waking up to what is
going on.  What is going on cannot be other than an organized, orchestrated
program to destroy America and everything she stands for.

Aug 3, 2010 3:51 AM

28 Not at all. Who better to understand and communicate the danger to our way of
life and our future if the Obama agenda continues.

Aug 3, 2010 3:51 AM

29 Yes, and it is good!  It just proves that all level of society is very unhappy of the
Washington elitists.  It is time to tear down all that is bad about Washington and
start anew using our constitution and the thought and beliefs of the founding
fathers.  The Union will never Die.

Aug 3, 2010 3:54 AM

30 Vote and talk with other citizens. Aug 3, 2010 3:56 AM

31 Not particularly.  As our economic situation becomes increasingly desperate, as
our burdens become heavier, people will suddenly "realize" what has been going
on for many years.  In essence, when it comes time to pay the piper for decades
of easy-living, nobody wants to pay.  They will, then, look for ways to default on
their debt.  They will become more vocal about not wanting to pay.  They may
even, possibly, become more active in trying to deny the piper his due.  And that
is when all the of the secret laws, the executive directives, the thousands of riders
on hundreds of bills, (passed by republicans AND democrats alike) will suddenly
come to light. You weren't paying attention ten, twenty, and more years ago?
Then you didn't notice the chains being prepared for you.  Try and break them
now, just try.

Aug 3, 2010 3:57 AM
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32 1) Not really.
2) Business publications, websites, and Fox News have to take the lead as the
other media (CNN, NBC, ABC, CBS,  NPR, and PBS) have been compromised in
their prostitution since about 1964 in the Goldwater-Johnson Presidental
Campaign. Actually since the Nixon-Kennedy capmpaign when Mayor Daley of
Chicago confiscated the ballot boxes o throw the election to Kennedy. That was
major prostitution by the Democrats.
3) At least someone ought to be paying attention to the Communists and muslim
goals of disarming the American public.Jewish people for the most part recognize
the problem with firearm confiscation. Admiral Yamamoto in WWII recognized the
American Public would defend their country. The Brits are thoroughly screwed up
in their 1996 firearms ban and the previous ownership restrictions that led them in
WWII to "borrow hunting firearms from Americans" to try to defend their beachs
from invasion.
By the way the UKHO ban in 1996 was not about firearms ownership as it was
their law enforcement agencies protecting a pedophile, not firearms misuse,
Compounding the issue is that firearms agencies, distributors, and publications
managers for firearms publications and other gun groups do not want an open
discussion of the confiscation problem that will put manufacturers, distributors,
and shops out of business through not only confiscation but taxining and VAT tax
deductions.
The government is not going to protect the citizens and put a value on the first
part of English Common Law, which is the right to defend one's self.. English
Common Law is the foundation of our country and is a very human response to
maintaining an existance.
Buyouts of individuals in Congress, the Senate, and the Supreme Court are a
sympton of the intellectual illness in this country by the prostitutes and "johns"
within our legal system and our representatives.
Most people do not have the testerone, courage, and the integrity (pre-1992
values) to do the right thing.
 Other organizations must necessarily do it for this country.

Aug 3, 2010 3:58 AM

33 Yes, but truly intelligent tindividuals realize that the present system is
destabilizing.  Some major governmental changes are enevitalbe.  The only
question is whether freemen or despots will be leading.
A responsible business publication must raise the alarm.

Aug 3, 2010 3:59 AM

34 Not astounding at all,  just wonder why it took so long, being as people in
business are UNDER ATTACK.

Aug 3, 2010 3:59 AM

35 No! I am astounded that the Media has ignored so much of what is taking place.
The Press and Network television is partly responsible for not reporting the facts.
Instead they are so blinded by their ideology that they report the lies that are told.
They have lost the trust of Americans. 
Thank you, JPFO for your courage.

Aug 3, 2010 4:00 AM

36 NO! Aug 3, 2010 4:02 AM

37 No. Because throughout history , business has "run" politics.
WHAT IS ASTOUNDING IS THAT ONLY ONE PERSON ON THE NET
EXPLAINED CLEARLY THE "HISTORY OF THE PROBLEM". HE INDICATES
VAGUELY AND GENERALLY WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT.

DO YOU FIND IT ASTOUNDING THAT THE US IS MOVING TOWARD THE
"SCENE" DEPICTED IN THE MOVIE,  V for Vendetta? There will be civil war
People know the truth and how to resolve that problem through voting. Underlying
problem is that voting is rigged with the Diebold Voting Machines.

Aug 3, 2010 4:02 AM

38 It's called self-preservation.  Obama is trying, successfully so far, to destroy
American business, and impoverish us alll while his wife goes off and rents 30
rooms in the most expensive hotel in Spain, along with all the costs for security
and transportation, all on US.  The is obscene.  She thinks she's the queen!

Aug 3, 2010 4:02 AM
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39 No, not really, but get all publications and media to talk like this an we might get
our Republic back.  The real bottom line is that we have to get big business to
start thinking about what they are doing to America.  In 200+ years this country
has become the best place on the globe because of free enterprise and the ability
to succeed if you work hard.  Now extreme greed has taken hold of our country
and the business leaders.  I am not at all for caps and profit limits but we need to
get business back on track thinking about America also.  The whole thing is to
much for me to understand but we have to start thinking about the whole deal, not
just ME.

Aug 3, 2010 4:06 AM

40 The cracks are beginning to appear and some people and media are more and
more willing to speak out and challenge the 'change'...  The 2nd ammendment is
our last bastion against tyranny.  If we lose that, its over for us...

Aug 3, 2010 4:07 AM

41 Yes and no. This"president" / dictator is an enemy of the free market system. He's
already proven that beyond a doubt.

Aug 3, 2010 4:07 AM

42 No.  This is proper and likely necessary for their survival for both themselves and
those they love and all of us.  We all stand to lose everything and everyone we
know and love and more and for everyone today including our posterity.  It is our
responsibility to keep what our Founding Fathers and millions after them have
sacrificed greatly to pass onto all future generations including us and our future
generations and it is my duty to see that my generation does not fail to pass it
onto all of our future generations and we don't have them born into slavery.

Aug 3, 2010 4:08 AM

43 Actually it's refreshing in a time when valureless yuppies have risen to control
most corporations and much of Wall Street.  This explains why many CEO's
supported Obama, something that wouldn't have happened under Reagan.  Keep
up the excellent articles.

Aug 3, 2010 4:09 AM

44 I'm very surprised to see something like this in any publication. It will probably
disappear once someone from the aristocracy sees it.

Aug 3, 2010 4:12 AM

45 Not at all.

Growth of government impacts business directly. Big government impedes the
economy in several ways. (1) Making US companies less competitive by taxation,
support of unionization, and an incredible bureaucratic burden (example: EPA).
(2) Stifling the domestic marked by taxing the citizens and thus draining their
purchasing power. (3) Driving investment capital out of the country. (4) Stoking
inflation.

Private business would be well-advised to fight government growth with all means
at disposal.

Aug 3, 2010 4:12 AM

46 I would have at one time.  Everyone knows the trouble we are in and busioness
publications are finally saying what we have known ever since Joe The Plumber.

Aug 3, 2010 4:14 AM

47 No/ Aug 3, 2010 4:15 AM

48 Yes. It shows how bad things have gotten that a business publication would
feature this type of article.

Aug 3, 2010 4:16 AM

49 YES Aug 3, 2010 4:16 AM

50 I find it refreshing, not astounding. Aug 3, 2010 4:17 AM

51 It is not a surprise that a business publication would feature such an article. The
writing on the wall eventually becomes so plain that honest reporting must come
to the conclusion of economic failure by design.

Aug 3, 2010 4:18 AM

52 Noand we need more people to use their freeedom of speech to get the Ostriches
heads out of the sand and to get them to quit talking out of their as*es about how
good things are. The facts are in, this Country, the USAin't is going to hell in a
hand basket and in 2 years there won't be a hand basket, just hell.

Aug 3, 2010 4:20 AM

53 Mainstream media will not print this article. The magazines and newspapers shy
away from these type of articles. Mainstream media doesn't like the truth.

Aug 3, 2010 4:20 AM

54 Not at all.  I, for one am glad they did. Aug 3, 2010 4:22 AM
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55 No, they see the writing on the wall. Aug 3, 2010 4:26 AM

56 No... not at all.  We are, after all, a "capitalist" run society and not a socialist
based one.

Aug 3, 2010 4:27 AM

57 No Aug 3, 2010 4:29 AM

58 Yes, especially one as pro big government and anti freedom as this one. Aug 3, 2010 4:29 AM

59 no its true Aug 3, 2010 4:33 AM

60 No. Aug 3, 2010 4:35 AM

61 It's about time that business people get their heads out of the sand and stop
supporting socialist politicians.

Aug 3, 2010 4:36 AM

62 Not at this time. Obama is intent on destroying the constitution and taking
governmental control of business.

He is a Chavez in disguise intending to take control just in more discreet terms.

He is a socialist, communist and Islamic fundamentalist at heart.

Aug 3, 2010 4:36 AM

63 I find it treacherous that the news media is in with this usurper.
the news media will not report anything unless it is favorable to obama.
we are being deceived by the media.

Aug 3, 2010 4:39 AM

64 no Aug 3, 2010 4:39 AM

65 It's about time Americans WAKE-UP.....before it's too late. Aug 3, 2010 4:40 AM

66 not at all even those MSM AND other means of news have come to SEE just how
STUPID the VOTING PUBLIC IS and NOW  are BEGINING to see just WHAT
THEY ELECTED, and ILLEGAL ALIEN
who was NEVER properly VETTED.

Aug 3, 2010 4:43 AM

67 Simply amazing and wonderful.  But, then why do so many businesses support
Obama.  Look at BP!

Aug 3, 2010 4:49 AM

68 No.  I think it is good that all are involved in trading information, we can't fix it if we
don't know how broke.   Americans are fair minded and look at all sides of an
issue, the current regime only sees one and does not take into consideration of
the trouble that one sided law causes, creates, cotsts etc.

Aug 3, 2010 4:59 AM

69 not really a stretch- everything about this end game is going main stream right
now. ...fluoride in the water, companies dumping dispersant in the water of the
gulf more toxic then the oil itself - and it's killing crops. what isn't going main
stream right now. Pathetic  mayors calling for gun control after failed attempts at
car bombings...it's happening pretty quick since the old hands in the CFR are
about to die off and want to see their work completed before they run out of time.
do I find it odd it's showing up in a business publication- not really as the
government is finally strangling the life out of business- they are the canary in the
coalmine. they should be screaming out about this gov stuff...but just wait unit the
taxes jump 50-60% and see if things aren't really going to get bad.

ok just in case you think I'm bashing obama, I'm not both sides would have done
this...and that is why a NO PARTY SYSTEM needs to be setup- vote a man in -
not a party in...both parties need to be replaced with good people, not more
parties.

Aug 3, 2010 5:04 AM

70 No-  why aren't more business publications writing these articles? Aug 3, 2010 5:16 AM

71 Maybe they finaly woke up.. Aug 3, 2010 5:20 AM

72 Yes. It seems that the consequences are getting too obvious to ignore. Aug 3, 2010 5:21 AM

73 In times of crisis, the fear of loosing everything will outweigh the fear of being
ridiculed and even prosecuted.

Aug 3, 2010 5:35 AM

74 NO...THEY ARE THE ONES THAT SEE THE DANGER UP CLOSE... Aug 3, 2010 5:36 AM

75 Not at all. The corporate world does not want lose their hold on the public, so their
propaganda machine is working overtime.

Aug 3, 2010 5:38 AM
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76 I am not at all surprised at the article or it's publication in a business journal. I am
only surprised that it took this long.

Aug 3, 2010 5:44 AM

77 Yes. But we live in interesting times.... Aug 3, 2010 5:44 AM

78 Yes,Part of the problem with any recovery is all business and the owners and
CEOs are apprehensive and fearful of 2010 of all the new policies of Obama and
his cronies.The white house don't read the laws of Arizona before attacking AZ
not to mention how fast they blast any comments by FOX NEWS or attack anyone
who disagrees with them.

Aug 3, 2010 5:47 AM

79 In some ways, yes, in others, no.  The Marxists' ostensible intent is to redistribute
a society's wealth; but the reality is that they only want to control the wealth to do
as they see fit with it.  Business and capitalism are at the heart of America
because they represent free human beings involving themselves in free
relationships with one another in order to provide for their needs and wants.  Such
freedom is antithetical to a tyrannical government that wants to define all human
relationships in terms of what's best for the state.

Aug 3, 2010 5:48 AM

80 NO

My only question is ... what took them so long!!!

Aug 3, 2010 6:01 AM

81 Actually, yes.  

The WSJ has for much too long been too soft on "progressive" politicians and
their schemes.  For them to publish such an article indicates that even they may
be waking up.

They may be on the verge of re-embracing their long dormant, unqualified support
of the only moral economic system, capitalism, that has ever been devised.

One may hope.

Aug 3, 2010 6:06 AM

82 Yes.  Especially IBD! Aug 3, 2010 6:12 AM

83 They are all coming around to truth journalism....what's astounding is it is taking
so long. Problem is, how many people read...or how many read
beyond sports, fashion, local events or playboy???

Aug 3, 2010 6:17 AM

84 I dont really read buisness news but I think people are waking up to whats
happening and are staring to voice there opinions.

Aug 3, 2010 6:30 AM

85 No.  Publications need to call 'em as they seem 'em. Aug 3, 2010 7:15 AM

86 Yes, it takes courage Aug 3, 2010 7:19 AM

87 No - even a broken clock is right twice a day.. ;-) Aug 3, 2010 8:09 AM

88 Every has to wakeup sooner or later.  The nation is asleep mostly due to the
dumbed down Prusson style education fostered on us 100 years ago, and the
complete absence of a responsible watchdog media. The present situation is
waking people up... I hope it's not too late!

Aug 3, 2010 8:17 AM

89 No Aug 3, 2010 8:25 AM

90 I would have a couple of years ago, but not now. Obama is so blatantly
Communist, that a lot of people who would have accused others of being
"conspiracy nuts" if they said as much, are now agreeing with the "conspiracy
nuts." Because truth has hit the business writers across the face, they have finally
started to wake up out of their fear of being honest instead of "nice."

Aug 3, 2010 8:29 AM

91 No, its about time someone has openly talked about what president is doing. Your
regular papers avoid this line of talk. So that we lose free speach.

Aug 3, 2010 8:32 AM

92 No Aug 3, 2010 9:31 AM
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93 The WSJ is primarily concerned with business.  It would be astounding were its
writers to ignore what the dems and their fellow travelers are doing in D. C.  It is
not a new development.  It really began in earnest with the Wilson administration,
with Hoover, Roosevelt, Johnson, Nixon, Carter, Clinton, and finally Obama.  The
Republicans share a good deal of the blame, as well.

Aug 3, 2010 9:34 AM

94 Yes, but I'm glad they did and I hope many read it. Aug 3, 2010 9:59 AM

95 Not at all. Aug 3, 2010 10:21 AM

96 No. The global elitists would want people to think their right to free speech still
existed and actually worked.

Aug 3, 2010 10:28 AM

97 No. Aug 3, 2010 10:36 AM

98 It is about time. There will be others. Aug 3, 2010 10:36 AM

99 no the truth is out there Aug 3, 2010 10:39 AM

100 somewhat, about time Aug 3, 2010 10:42 AM

101 To some degree yes. This has been building for quite some time. The talk on the
internet and around the water cooler has increased in the last few years.
Eventually it was inevitable that some business or main stream "new" organization
would publish something similar.

Aug 3, 2010 11:09 AM

102 I find it refreshing.  It does present a small glimmer of hope that people in such
places are finally "getting it".  If more would follow this trend, perhaps the many
who are quietly and fearfully sitting on the fence would wake up to the facts in
front of them, and begin preparing, voting, and getting involved in local affairs.

Aug 3, 2010 11:14 AM

103 No. This is a cry for help.
The very survival of American business and our economy is at stake.

Aug 3, 2010 11:16 AM

104 Truth always finds a way.  Lies will be found out.  It may take time, and lots of it,
but the truth will find a way.

Aug 3, 2010 11:36 AM

105 Under the present so-called "main stream" media's infatuation with BHO, yes.  I
find it astounding but also a relief that a major crack has appeared in the media’s
protective wall around thepresident.

Aug 3, 2010 11:38 AM

106 A little, but they are starting to become afraid of him too.  It is almost as if we are
re-living the days prior to the Nazi takeover in Europe.  Our economy is in a
shambles, people are searching for easy ways out, they are eager to listen to
someone who tells them it's not their fault, it's the fault of someone else
(class/racial hatred).  The media applauds someone who is fresh, charismatic,
and seeminly convincing.

Quite frightening when you put it all into context.  One man, surrounded by
fanatical minions, and supported by a propaganda machine manufacturing
misinformation, threw the entire world into a war and costs millions their lives.  

Remember, those who don't learn the lessons of history are doomed to repeat
them.

Your silence gives consent.

Aug 3, 2010 11:44 AM

107 I believe it should cause great concern that opposition is coming from outside the
"normal" media sources. This is evidence of how pervasive the influence of
Obama's government is over the media that should be protecting our free speech
and holding him accountable for his actions against our country.

Aug 3, 2010 11:46 AM

108 Not any more. BIG changes are in the wind. As they say out west. The hawk is
over the mountains.

Aug 3, 2010 11:55 AM

109 No, they are the ones that are getting hurt from obamanomics Aug 3, 2010 11:59 AM
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110 I find it heartening that this article was featured, but frightening as well. Our
government has deteriorated to the point that a business publication is warning us
of anarchy and revolution. Now is the time for the armchair patriots to rouse
themselves from stupor and arm themselves both with the facts and the means to
reverse the direction that the current administration is taking our Republic.

Aug 3, 2010 12:10 PM

111 No.  Like I said, it finally got peoples attention.  Politics is a huge conversation
piece at the moment.  Lets hope that if we all talk about it we can actually get
good candidates next time.  Though I just see the same party hacks lined up for
this years elections.

Aug 3, 2010 12:12 PM

112 I find it astounding that they are in the position of having no choice but to do so. Aug 3, 2010 12:22 PM

113 Yes, most of the media seems to be in bed with the Washington Mafia. Aug 3, 2010 12:24 PM

114 no Aug 3, 2010 12:24 PM

115 No, maybe they have studied how Hitler's rise was aided by the greedy German
businessmen in Germany and are not going to make the same mistake.

Aug 3, 2010 12:26 PM

116 No, everyone with a lick of sense , already knows  what is fixing to hapopen,
followed by Christ's return

Aug 3, 2010 12:43 PM

117 No, I think the truth must be told. Most people do not have an understanding of
the Executive Orders put into place by Administrations prior to the Obama
Presidency and how easily American's are giving away their freedoms and
destroying the Constitution and Bill Of Rights. 

Thank you for allowing me to respond.

Aug 3, 2010 12:46 PM

118 I do not consider this to be an, "astounding," article.   What I do find is that it is
more direct than what I am accustomed to reading from business articles that are
in the middle of the political spectrum.

Aug 3, 2010 12:49 PM

119 No. They're speaking the truth Aug 3, 2010 12:53 PM

120 It is a fairly scary sign of how close we are to "gloves off" time.  The Insiders
normal total control of the MSM appears to be slipping.  However, when you see
guys like Beck, Napolitano and this guy getting their rants out, understand that
this is still "controlled opposition" and is all part of their Hegelian machinations.  All
these guys speaking out are what my friend Radioman calls "Sheep Venting
Displays". (Aaron, you, by the way, are the real deal and not another puppet
dancing in their tragicomedy)

The Insiders figure that if the average real American deer hunter sees Beck
talking about the NWO, he will remain on the couch thinking that real positive
change is coming, when in fact the noose is tightening.  

My best guess is we get a surprise in October to prevent the Nov elections.  This
should be the final trigger for most that there will never be a political solution to
this abomination.  Then we see who will stand and who will crawl.

Aug 3, 2010 12:56 PM

121 Sadly, but yes. Aug 3, 2010 12:56 PM

122 Yes Aug 3, 2010 1:00 PM

123 yes it means that where theres smoke theres fire . Aug 3, 2010 1:01 PM

124 Yes Aug 3, 2010 1:01 PM

125 No. I think it is about time the mainstream media starts to realize what a threat to
freedom obama and his minions are.

Aug 3, 2010 1:01 PM

126 no Aug 3, 2010 1:07 PM

127 No, Aug 3, 2010 1:08 PM

128 In the case of Investor's Business Daily, not too much - they have been very
outspoken and blunt.  Certainly most publications are fearful, both of scaring off
readers and of appearing to radical, and of getting unwelcome attention from the
government's many regulators.

Aug 3, 2010 1:11 PM
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129 no especially since the mainstream voice has been silent and even complicit with
what is really happening to the country.

Aug 3, 2010 1:16 PM

130 No, not this one. Aug 3, 2010 1:20 PM

131 Not at all!! An American is an American wherever they are. Aug 3, 2010 1:26 PM

132 Obviously this publication does not represent the White House's dream of the
future and have been hurt or will be hurt by the policies of Obama. They have
nothing to lose by writing this article.

Aug 3, 2010 1:31 PM

133 No, since our country in under attack from within the government, even to the
extent that our southern border is being intentionally eliminated by lack of
government enforcement, both physically and through non-enforcement of
existing Federal Law.

Aug 3, 2010 1:34 PM

134 No Aug 3, 2010 1:35 PM

135 No. Not at all. Business people are smart enough to see what is coming. Many
are leaving the country and trying to take their wealth with them. The American
people have only themselves to blame. Complacency is what has caused the
Federal Reserve Criminal Gang to take over the government. The people were
bribed with bread and circuses and fell for it.

Aug 3, 2010 1:35 PM

136 I never heard of a business publication called Jews for protecting firearms before.
And it certainly does not sound like a business publication.

Aug 3, 2010 1:43 PM

137 Quite. However, the American people are wide awake politically and in my opinion
after Nov. it is my hope and belief that conservative, tea-party Republicans will
have a supermajority in both houses of congress to rein in the traitorous
communist imposter in the WH.

Aug 3, 2010 1:47 PM

138 I find it astounding that this and all the blatant corruption and usurpation of power
by imperialists is not on all the news, everywhere, all the time

Aug 3, 2010 1:51 PM

139 No, this is not the only financial publication.  It's one of many, and there are bound
to be varied opinions, and varied predictions.  I'm an independent thinker who's
come to the conclusion that we're not being told even half of what's going on by
our government, and how the hell can we make any judgments given less than
half the information?  We just do the best that we can.

Aug 3, 2010 1:52 PM

140 No.  I find it refreshing  that some are now seeing POTUS for what he really is
instead of continuing to drink the "Kool Aid".

Aug 3, 2010 1:56 PM

141 It's about time someone does..........it's almost upon us............ Aug 3, 2010 2:04 PM

142 Not particularly. Reasonably profitable businesses are one of the keys to any
successful economy. One of the best ways, if not the best way to overthrow a
country is from within, by destroying its economy. This is what is happening now,
from Washington D.C. Many of our country's founders were business owners and
could no longer tolerate tyranny.

Aug 3, 2010 2:04 PM

143 At one time I would have, but not today. Aug 3, 2010 2:05 PM

144 Yes. I'm surprised. Aug 3, 2010 2:08 PM

145 I find it astounding that they did not awaken to the danger and sound the alarm
much sooner.

Aug 3, 2010 2:12 PM

146 No Aug 3, 2010 2:18 PM

147 As the situation deteriorates, more and more "mainstream" media outlets will be
forced to address reality.

Aug 3, 2010 2:22 PM

148 I am not surprised that a business publication would feature that article.  I feel that
such information is prudent from any publication that claims to provide real-life
advice and service.  Any publication, whatever it's venue, should provide
information that will help readers prosper.  The Mainstream Media has failed in its
responsibility.  Other media needs to fill the void / vacuum.  Media that fills the
needs of the public will prosper - wonderful idea!

Aug 3, 2010 2:26 PM

149 No Aug 3, 2010 2:34 PM

150 YES!  Business better get on the side of the people or they will not excise Aug 3, 2010 2:39 PM
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151 No! The current admiistration is turning America into something we Americans
thought could never happen. Everyone is being effected by this administration.

Aug 3, 2010 2:41 PM

152 No. It is a natural result of the eveoltuion now occurring. Aug 3, 2010 2:41 PM

153 No, I believe in the constitution , and the 1 st amendment does gaurentee
freedom of speach to all.

Aug 3, 2010 2:42 PM

154 I find it refreshing and it gives me a ray of hope that maybe the masses are
stirring in their slumber!

Aug 3, 2010 2:42 PM

155 yes and it's about time.  business better start letting the folks know whats going on
behind the scenes. My business will not last and 48 high paying jobs are on the
line. I will not set and work my ass off 14 hours a day and let obama give it all
away. no way jose

Aug 3, 2010 2:47 PM

156 No. If something is bad for business, why would it not be published there? Aug 3, 2010 2:50 PM

157 No not astounded. Aug 3, 2010 3:00 PM

158 No.

What I find astounding is that it has taken so long, in the face of so much
evidence, for people to begin to pull their heads out of their collective asses as to
what the government is up to.

Aug 3, 2010 3:03 PM

159 I don't find it astounding they would feature such and article, I find it astounding
that we have come to the point where a business publication feels they HAVE to
feature such an article.  And I think they do also.

Aug 3, 2010 3:05 PM

160 Yes Aug 3, 2010 3:06 PM

161 Yes and no.Yes because the "news" is typically complicit with the Leftists. No as I
believe more and more people are coming to understand that our government is
critically dysfunctional and seems to be operating as a criminal enterprise.

Aug 3, 2010 3:10 PM

162 I do not find it astounding.  What I find astounding is that more business
publications don't express these truths.

Aug 3, 2010 3:15 PM

163 Well, yes and no. "Business" is in a better position than many citizens are to see
the effects of Obama's policies. It is reassuring that someone who might avoid the
"nut-case" label is saying what needs to be said.

Aug 3, 2010 3:17 PM

164 I find it astounding that the major media outlets in the USA have abrogated their
duty to tell the truth.

Aug 3, 2010 3:18 PM

165 Yes. I find it astonishing that the media is finally waking up and sounding the
alarm.

Aug 3, 2010 3:29 PM

166 They're in a better position than the rest of us to understand the rhamafications of
what's going on.

Aug 3, 2010 3:35 PM

167 No.  I am increasingly amazed and alarmed by the number of "feet on the ground"
level headed Amercians voicing the same opinions I voiced in number 2.

Aug 3, 2010 3:43 PM

168 Not really.  Business is one of the most affected segments of the USA, any unless
someone stands up in opposition to a governmental regime which is so intent on
destroying the financial basis of the USA, that government will just continue to do
what they are doing, unchecked.

Aug 3, 2010 3:44 PM

169 No.
This country was founded upon free enterprise and principles of fiscal
responsibility. 
When these fundamentals are attacked a response is not surprising.

Aug 3, 2010 3:44 PM

170 No. Aug 3, 2010 3:52 PM

171 No. What is astounding is that they would publicly admit what they have known for
many years.

Aug 3, 2010 4:04 PM

172 No.  Not at this particular point in time.  The indoctrination of the American Public
has been going on for well over 100 years, and this is the final nail in the coffin for
the Republic.

Aug 3, 2010 4:11 PM

173 Hopefully business leaders will wake up be for it's to late... Aug 3, 2010 4:13 PM
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174 Not at all.  We are a country based on a sound business based economy which is
being destroyed by "the ILLEGAL in the White House" and his czars of idiotry.

Aug 3, 2010 4:15 PM

175 Not in the least, I commend them for speaking their mind, this is "OUR" nation, if
your a busines man or firm, or a movie star, or a stay at home mom, your entitled
to have your say, one man, one vote I believe was the saying back then, well
nothings changed, we have to start to think about thsoe who "WE ALLOW" to
represent us in the federal machine, its gone to far and hoepfully we can get it
back before this T-bird oges off the edge of the cliff (wink,wink) everybody's got to
read, listen, see, hear, and especially "DO" your duty as a citizen of this nation so
that it remains the greatest nation on earth.

Aug 3, 2010 4:17 PM

176 NO Aug 3, 2010 4:19 PM

177 No not a good one. Aug 3, 2010 4:24 PM

178 It is encouraging that they have. Aug 3, 2010 4:27 PM

179 Not at all considering the current regime is anti-capitalist in it's views and actions Aug 3, 2010 4:29 PM

180 No, not any more. Aug 3, 2010 4:35 PM

181 I do Aug 3, 2010 4:42 PM

182 No, I find it refreshing. Aug 3, 2010 4:46 PM

183 no- brainer...Obama has got to destroy our economy & financial 
establishment in order for the govt to get control of us so that what ever 
people need, they have to go to the govt to get, healthcare, food, fuel, clothing,
housing, & anything else that we need to live......Raphael

Aug 3, 2010 4:52 PM

184 No. Obama's goals are becoming more and more transparent. Aug 3, 2010 5:00 PM

185 Somewhat.  Sounding this alarmed might bring it unwanted attention. Aug 3, 2010 5:10 PM

186 I find it astounding that everyone and every organisation isn't on board with the
neon like
truth of our current situation.

Aug 3, 2010 5:10 PM

187 No, not really. Aug 3, 2010 5:13 PM

188 I do find it astounding, but it only means that they are being intellectually honest.
Most sources are ignoring the elephant in the room.  When people realize that the
people that they entrusted as stewards have destroyed our prized possession,
there is going to be lots of justifiable anger.

Aug 3, 2010 5:16 PM

189 In a way, yes.  But hopefully this is a sign of a larger awakening of my fellow
Americans.

Aug 3, 2010 5:25 PM

190 Not at all.  The pro-fascist faction in the capitalist class and their pro-fascist
corporations are constantly in collusion with our de facto fascist federal
government.

Aug 3, 2010 5:35 PM

191 Yes and I wish more would print more like it. Aug 3, 2010 5:43 PM

192 What I find astounding is the fact so many people claiming to be patriots ain't got
enough guts to stand up and fight. I really don't believe their will be a revolution.
Guns are still fairly easy to acquire but personal defense ammo is getting scarce.
Obama's SS will have us out numbered and out-gunned.

Aug 3, 2010 5:44 PM

193 No...common sense is likely to appear in that factual world first. Aug 3, 2010 5:47 PM

194 no Aug 3, 2010 5:49 PM

195 I am shocked Aug 3, 2010 5:53 PM

196 Even in the midst of the collapse, some people will deny it is happening. Noah
preached of the coming flood for 120 years: nobody listened. In the end, he was
only able to save his own family. This Nation is being defeated from within by its
supposed leaders. I am supprised that any mainstream publication would print
anything that was less than flattering to this administration.

Aug 3, 2010 5:56 PM

197 No. The left , by stealth, has been infiltrating major elements of our society for
decades ei , churches, schools, local , state and federal gov't, and especially , the
media networks including business and science publications.

Aug 3, 2010 5:57 PM
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198 Yes, but I think the financial sector is finally realizing that they have been used as
"usefull idiots" to further the agenda of the globalists who will toss them aside
once their global socialist dictatorship is established.  (Think Hitler, Lenin, Stalin,
Mao Tse Tung, Pol Pot, etc.)

Aug 3, 2010 6:05 PM

199 Not at this point in our times. Aug 3, 2010 6:24 PM

200 I applaud the WSJ for its wisdom and truthfulness. Aug 3, 2010 6:35 PM

201 No, for the past several decades there's been a concerted effort to undermine our
economy and our freedoms.... It's gone too far and people are finally waking up... I
hope it's not too late to prevent another revolution, but may be where we're
heading

Aug 3, 2010 6:42 PM

202 When Obama was first elected the fear factor of criticizing him was very high but
reality has finally set in and people are realizing their going to loose everything.

This article is a gasp of desperation. Anyone with a brain knows the real
unemployment is over 22% and getting higher. 

The USA is over until we the people stand up and take it back

Aug 3, 2010 6:43 PM

203 No! Aug 3, 2010 6:48 PM

204 Not really.  The sector that was hit first was the financial sector because anyone in
power knows that you have to take over money first so that your oponents can't
fund a response.  It is a sad statement that these things are being said by
financial sector authors instead of by the main stream media.  Perhaps that's
because the MSM has already been taken over.

Aug 3, 2010 6:52 PM

205 No. The business community has to take a long view of the current economy to
judge if they can survive.  Therefore it is in the best intrest of the publication to
anticipate what the subcribers might be facing in the future.  It is quite possible
that many businesses could be regulated or taxed out of  business. The
publication owes it to them to sound a warning.

Aug 3, 2010 6:56 PM

206 No Aug 3, 2010 7:04 PM

207 No. Their livelihood & rights are threatened, too! Aug 3, 2010 7:24 PM

208 No.  One who is truly supportive of a free business market knows that too much
government will only choke free enterprise to death.

Aug 3, 2010 7:36 PM
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209 I don't find anything astounding any longer.  What Bushco managed to destroy in
a short but seemingly horribly long period of time is nearly unbelievable so no, I
am not astounded by anything.  Especially when you consider the elites of the
world engineered the attack on the twin towers with a collusion of Israel, Saudi
Arabia and the forces within the U.S.(George Bush being one of the many)bent on
bringing the U.S. to third world country status while becoming a totalitarian fascist
state ruled by a tyrant with 535 gutless politicians who are out for nobody but
themselves.  Thomas Jefferson has great doubts about establishing a
constitution, wanting to stick with the Articles of Confederation.  He lived long
enough to regret not being adamant about sticking to those principles.  This
country has been on a downhill slide ever since the greatest criminal to ever hold
office, Abraham Lincoln, turned it into an entity to rob it's people and take away
their liberties.  The IRS was the icing on the cake and the fall of freedom since
has been on a fast route to serfdom.  This country will probably have the economy
completely fail and then martial law and starving people will create a war inside
this country that will probably destroy it if the states don't secede first.
Eisenhower warned us but no one listened.  When the neoconservatives
established themselves and wrapped up in the American flag and fed the sheeple
the biggest lie of all time, the deal was done and I'll be surprised if this country
stands with any personal freedom in another 5 years.  The new tax to leave the
country is a good indication the elites are desperate to keep everyone's money for
themselves and we're very quickly becoming a prison country where the
population is kept here to work for them as virtual slaves, having no more money
or rights than those people who live in banana republics and fascist and socialist/
communist countries had.  It's Stalin all over again, just the countries reversed.
You'd better believe I'm not going to roll over for it though and neither are
countless millions of others.  They'd better outlaw guns soon but that won't stop
the populous from taking military weapons every time they win a battle.  No matter
how high tech a war is, there will be the people dug in, literally underground who
won't be so easy to deal with by any and every high tech weapon available, hence
the need to RFID the entire population.  I'd leave it if I could.  Russians have more
freedoms than Americans now have.  That's a sorry turn of events.

Aug 3, 2010 7:44 PM

210 I find it very refreshing to see some of the business community wake up and note
what is happening to them as an entity as well on the personal level.

Aug 3, 2010 7:44 PM

211 no. Aug 3, 2010 8:02 PM

212 I'm not surprised....businesses are being punished if they are successful. Aug 3, 2010 8:24 PM

213 NO! anyone with free market sensibilities know that we are getting screwed by
this president and his socialist congress.

Aug 3, 2010 8:40 PM

214 My sense of astoundment is pretty battered after the last few years... Aug 3, 2010 8:42 PM

215 yes..but not surprised. Aug 3, 2010 8:43 PM

216 Most of the people are waking up from the spell of the mainstream media, so they
recognize that if they want to remain in business, they are going to have to star
reporting the true.

Aug 3, 2010 9:03 PM

217 Business supports the nation, not governments.   This is where the revolution
started, in the business community of the middle class.   The revolution was in
response to Britain's King and Prime Minister, Lord North, believing in the right of
the Monarchy to tax the colonies for dubious reasons.   This was colonial
ownership, not management, or even mismanagement.   Here we have President
who believes in taxes based on political dogma, the redistribution of wealth, but
the results are the same.

Aug 3, 2010 9:15 PM

218 No - if anything I hope a business publication would tell it first: numbers are
numbers and don't lie for politicians (although getting numbers that haven't been
fudged can be quite a job!).  A responsible business publication owes it to their
readers to share their insights when based on observable facts.

Aug 3, 2010 9:18 PM
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219 Yes.
But even the ostrich takes its head out of the sand once in a while.
Note. You said business publications. That makes a big difference from political
publications. Business publishers have a vested interest in seeing what they have
spent a lifetime in achieving not destroyed by some wacko political idea. Business
people, from farmers to the president's of Fortune 500 companies, have one thing
in common and that is they are realists. Politicians, not statesmen, and political
scientists are dreamers. And many times their dreams turn into nightmares.

Aug 3, 2010 9:18 PM

220 Not at all they are merely paying attention. Aug 3, 2010 9:19 PM

221 yes Aug 3, 2010 9:37 PM

222 No I do not find it astounding.  I find it refreshing and a statment of survival. Aug 3, 2010 9:45 PM

223 Only mildly suprising. When you feel you have nothing more to lose - you tend to
either find a backbone or collapse. This publication obviously feels it is time to
fight back and iff we all don't join together to fight this take-over, we will all die
individually.

Aug 3, 2010 9:49 PM

224 Yes, but it gives me hope for our country. Aug 3, 2010 9:53 PM

225 Not too long ago, yes, I would have been surprised.
 In light of all that has happened in the past 20-or-so years, no.

Aug 3, 2010 10:22 PM

226 Yes, and no.  I am not familiar with this publication, and don't know the politics
and policies that it's supported in the past.

Aug 3, 2010 10:31 PM

227 no Aug 3, 2010 10:37 PM

228 Any Publication should speak the Truth and the Facts, It should not engage in
"Yellow Journalism" or self indulgence to pump up sales!... "Truth should Reign".
Be it to the benefit or deficit of the publication which is reporting a feature article...
So... be it business or other journal, all written should be truthful and unbiased!
To sway public opinion by slanting reporting is outrageous! and should not be
tolerated in a modern civilized nation... May G-D Help Us All !!! As it is Written in
the "Good Book"... " The truth shall set us Free!" Amen!

Aug 3, 2010 10:40 PM

229 No. It is encouraging that people such as these will put the future of the country
ahead of their own agendas.

Aug 3, 2010 10:40 PM

230 Certainly not, every aspect of our live is being effected.  No avenue to spread the
word should be excluded.

Aug 3, 2010 10:53 PM

231 It is astounding, but in a way encouraging. Aug 3, 2010 10:53 PM

232 Not if it's an AMERICAN business.  Every day we can read what that
foreigner moneybag soro's makes the domoctatic party robots publish.
Mind Control not Intelligence or rational discussion--;hey, it worked for Hitler!!
They must be kindred spitits.

Aug 3, 2010 11:10 PM

233 Not sure Aug 3, 2010 11:11 PM

234 I find it encouraging, hopefully, this awakening will spread like Wild Fire! Aug 3, 2010 11:16 PM

235 I find it astounding that articles such as this are NOT featured in EVERY
magazine and newspaper in the country.  The media have, for the most part,
abdicated their role as the citizens' watchdogs.  They became docile, lazy lapdogs
for those who could throw them the most bones.  And now, they are being
manipulated by their powerful masters to become attack dogs, turning on the
people they once served. They have sold their soul for a warm and comfortable
place at their new master's feet.

Aug 3, 2010 11:29 PM

236 No, most of them love this country also. Aug 3, 2010 11:37 PM

237 If the worthless media will admit this stuff, it is already undeniable. Aug 3, 2010 11:46 PM

238 Not these days Aug 3, 2010 11:48 PM

239 Yes Aug 3, 2010 11:51 PM

240 No, It's actually refreshing to see a publication with the guts to say what needs to
be said out loud.

Aug 3, 2010 11:51 PM

241 I think it's great! Would like to see more articles tell the plain truth like this one. Aug 4, 2010 12:56 AM
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242 Not really, it had to filter down to this level eventually. Aug 4, 2010 1:23 AM

243 Yes and no...
Yes because there is very little truth in media now a days
and No because, well, it is true and so many people know it that to not publish the
article would have been the real shame.

Aug 4, 2010 1:25 AM

244 Normally at one time, Yes it would be odd, however it is merely an indicator of just
how bad the situation here is becoming. Nobody seems to have a clue of how to
fix this situation- my only idea is to replace all Senior Politicians in any situation
where waste is uncontrolled. Waste of Our- Your's and Mine taxpayer money. We
all need to start really caring, and stop the blind eye these Senior politician's have
operated under for so long.

Aug 4, 2010 2:35 AM

245 Not anymore. they used to lamely criticise some whitehouse actions, but now, teir
asses are gong on "Grund-Eis"

Aug 4, 2010 2:35 AM

246 No.  If not there, where? Aug 4, 2010 2:47 AM

247 Astounding may be too strong a word, but I was suprosed by its forthright alarmist
tone.  I think the author took a risk; it was carefully worded to fall just short of
actually promoting rebellion and government overthrow.  Just short.

Aug 4, 2010 3:56 AM

248 No. I'm suprised that it took this long to be written. Aug 4, 2010 4:08 AM

249 Not at all. They are in a better position to see what is happening on Wall St. and
by extension - Washington.

Aug 4, 2010 4:22 AM

250 No. I find it lifts my spirits to find out that I'm not the only one to see the tyranny
that's on its way.

Aug 4, 2010 6:36 AM

251 Not in the least. More and more people are waking up. Aug 4, 2010 8:14 AM

252 Not in this climate, no. Aug 4, 2010 8:41 AM

253 no, people are finally waking up Aug 4, 2010 10:40 AM

254 Some what, but a voice needs to be heard Aug 4, 2010 11:08 AM

255 There is little that astounds me any more.  However, with the near-total
capitulaton of the media during the runup to the last presidential election,  it
became impossible to ignore that a "free press" (as the Framers of the
Constitution intended) no longer exists.  As a result, for generations we have been
witnessing the coalescence of near-asolute power toward an imperial presidency;
only recently surrendered to a Marxist/Central-Goverment Statist.  That it's Mr.
Obama is merely  happenstance.

Aug 4, 2010 11:26 AM

256 Yes!  This is unprecidented, to my knowledge.  The circumstances causing this
article to be written are terrifying.  I've never seen an administration make so
many anti-American and anti-Constitutional moves, and have the vast majority of
people too scared to speak out.   Dare I say it?  The terrorists we have in D.C. are
more dangerous to us than the terrorists in the Middle East.

Aug 4, 2010 12:12 PM

257 Astounding? In this political climate, I find it not only astounding, but hopeful. 

Many people have become afraid to voice their opinions about what's happening.
They won't stand up for fear of retribution. 

This is not how citizens of the once-great Constitutional Republic of the United
States of America act.

I am encouraged by the article's publication. I will write to Investors.com and
applaud their courage in publishing the article, and let them know that I look
forward to more of the same.

Aug 4, 2010 1:59 PM

258 Not at all.  TRUE Americans are sick and tired of "To much government and not
enough LEADERSHIP."

Aug 4, 2010 2:21 PM

259 No.  Why would it be astounding?  Most government rules, regulations, and
bureacracy are trying to kill business.  It is about time they start fighting back.

Aug 4, 2010 2:33 PM

260 nothing surprizes me from power hungry people. Aug 4, 2010 2:41 PM
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261 yes Aug 4, 2010 2:45 PM

262 NO. America has many great  business men and women. Who if/when given the
opportunity could and would contibute their expertise to get America back on
track.  They are not asked because Obamas' regime knows they can. These
business people do not accept the change of unethical, immoral, and tyrantical
ideoligy that Obamo is forcing upon the United States and its' people. They know
to make money work. Obama only knows how to corrupt and extort money for his
gangster bankers.

Aug 4, 2010 2:48 PM

263 We are living under a mercantile system whereby multi-national and global
corporations are running our government. Such corporations are not supportive of
free trade, but use influence with government to impose regulations that only they
can afford to meet.  Regulations are, therefore, tools to enforce monopoly rather
than support competitive free enterprise.

I guess the Wall Street Journal may be waking up and smelling the coffee. Still,
one writer, one time.  I wouldn't call the Wall Street Journal a "Committee of
Correspondence" just yet.

Aug 4, 2010 2:54 PM

264 No! Aug 4, 2010 4:00 PM

265 Not at all. The pains have been coming in a little at a time and now it seems like
the birth of this monstrosity is near...Woe is me. We will undoubtedly suffer the
consequences for losing our way from the morals, values and integrity set forth by
those men that fought for our right to be free. G-d bless America...
Semper Fidelis

Aug 4, 2010 4:04 PM

266 Freedom of the press! Aug 4, 2010 4:13 PM

267 Not with capitalism itself at stake. Aug 4, 2010 4:35 PM

268 Not anymore...The more exposure the criminals in DC get from everywhere, the
better.  Too bad lame stream media doesn't have the "cojones" to do it!

Aug 4, 2010 5:55 PM

269 Yes Aug 4, 2010 7:30 PM

270 DEPRESSED they don't shout louder! ...we have a out and out marxist on the
INSIDE and the  "system" is so slow in recognizing
this "disease" that I fear the response will be too slow to prevent death....use the
IMMUNE SYSTEM analogy...

Aug 4, 2010 8:08 PM

271 Yes Aug 4, 2010 10:08 PM

272 these men and those like them are the salt of the earth,bring out the truth no
matter who it affects.

Aug 4, 2010 10:28 PM

273 No!!!! Aug 4, 2010 11:44 PM

274 No. He is destroying businesses by overreaching government control and
excessive taxes.

Aug 5, 2010 12:11 AM

275 Pleasantly refreshing! Aug 5, 2010 12:33 AM

276 Finally! Business needs to get a clue, and get off the public money, and looking
out for only their own interests. Liberty is good for business too.

Aug 5, 2010 12:44 AM

277 Somewhat.  Businesses are brutally exposed to the arbitrary persecution of which
governments are historically fond, and have an understandable tendency to "lay
low."  The fact that a business publication would feature such an article suggests
that businesspersons are coming to perceive that they are targeted for
subjugation anyway, and therefore have nothing to lose by resisting.

Aug 5, 2010 1:26 AM

278 Very pleasing - the message is going mainstream Aug 5, 2010 1:55 AM

279 No Aug 5, 2010 2:12 AM
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280 I suspect it is part of establishing the fear factor and that "resistance is futile"
attitude in people that are already afraid of all levels of government, including the
rotten to the core local officials that bleed people nearly dry.  In that sense, it is
business as usual.

However, if the publication ran such an article against the media controllers and
did so at great risk, then I do find it astounding, as to date without the media as
controlled as it is, America would still be America and not Gestapo Ameri-Ka.

Aug 5, 2010 2:24 AM

281 No  the  goverment  is wanting  to  run  everything Aug 5, 2010 1:44 PM

282 No.  A responsible business publication WANTS people to know about these
things.

Aug 5, 2010 3:23 PM

283 Surprising yes, but it is the truth. Aug 5, 2010 4:04 PM

284 This is certainly an unusual piece for Investors which, when they're overtly political
at all, are typically focusing on financial sector and not higher-level politics and
politicians. 

What I find more astounding is that such a poor-written article could make it past
the editors of Investors.  "What's the point?"  "What's the supporting evidence?"
"What are you conclusions?"  These questions seem not to have been asked. 

Yet another article that makes us "nuts" look like slavering idiots.

Aug 5, 2010 5:58 PM

285 Astounding in that so few media will step forward with the truth or any thing except
the "Party Line". Refreshing in that what is needed more than anything is
communication to the masses that they are not alone in smelling a rat in
Washington .Exposing the corruption and connecting the people is how "we, the
people " will defeat this evil of Progressivism(communism) that has lurked behind
the political curtain for over 100 years. Now feeling bold enough to flaunt it's self in
plain view and to lie,deceive and usurp to achieve thier goals.

Aug 5, 2010 6:05 PM

286 Not really, I have seen some similar articles in other publications. I am proud of
you for publishing the facts of what's happening to the people of America.  Please
keep up the good work and publish more of the same!!!!
Please read the article "America's Ruling Class – and The Perils of Revolution" 
By Angelo M. Codevilla

Aug 5, 2010 6:27 PM

287 No  everybody should be talking about this on the street, around the dinner table,
in church and in board rooms.   This affects us all.
"We the people..." means US.

Aug 5, 2010 8:08 PM

288 No . Eventually every one but a very privilaged few will feel the boot of oppression
upon their neck,even those wearing the boots right now ! The only question is if
the elite can maintaine their control long enough to complete their  genicide on the
Earth's population and gain complete and total control of the resources and
remaining slave population. I believe this plan is flawed and doomed to
failure,but;that doesn't mean that life won't be a living hell if we do nothing to stop
them.

Aug 5, 2010 8:33 PM

289 Yes-love Dorothy! Aug 5, 2010 9:39 PM

290 It is surprising with the media being so liberal. Aug 5, 2010 9:46 PM

291 I should think it would be logical and appropriate.  I find it astounding that people
in America, particularly 'journalist' (who should know better), would justify and
espouse the 'stink' that surrounds Washington.  Unfortunately, or fortunately...the
'end of days' are fast approaching and 'judgement' is in order!

Aug 5, 2010 9:47 PM

292 Not a true business publication because his and congresses law are anti-
business.

Aug 6, 2010 12:57 AM

293 Yes! But I'm so glad they did. Aug 6, 2010 2:00 AM

294 No-the truth of our enslavement is well known Aug 6, 2010 2:13 AM
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295 No - it should have done it in the first six months of his presidency, and they have
waited too long to act. The media CBS, NBC, ABC and all the networks but FOX
have turned a blind eye to what is taking place and have given Obama a verbal
OK for all the corruption he has and is doing to our nation. They continually attack
conservatives, and make it appear the liberals are doing a wonderful job - when
they are destroying America

Aug 6, 2010 2:19 AM

296 No. Aug 6, 2010 3:58 AM

297 Not at all.  The Wall Street Jounal and Forbes publish similar articles all the time
and they are business focused.

Aug 6, 2010 4:16 AM

298 Yes Aug 6, 2010 7:46 AM

299 Not really -- they see all the evidence.  But, the mainsteam media, controlled by
OBAMA and the other aliens, doesn't tell the truth.

Aug 6, 2010 1:12 PM

300 IF YOU ARE REFERING TO { JPFO } I CERTAINLY DO BELIEVE IT !!!!!!!
ARRON HAS BOTH THE BRAINS, KNOWLEDGE, & GOOD OLE GUTS,  TO
SAY IT { THE WAY } IT IS, NOT MANBY, PAMBY, & YOU ALL BETTER LISTEN
& TAKE HIS ADVICE,  BECAUSE IT IS LIKE HIM { GOOD AS GOLD !!! }

Aug 6, 2010 9:14 PM

301 Proud to see you folks are continually on the ball.  God bless your good works
and the United States of America.  Thank you JPFO.  

P.S. Yes, I am a JPFO member.

Aug 7, 2010 1:30 AM

302 at first i did.but there certainly are plenty of intelligent citizens in big business who
i reckon dont agree with obamas n.w.o. communist-enslavement of usa.than i
thought maybe theyre smarter than me by being quiet?!in the final anaylisis i
guess we must ask,did gen.washington and the militia debate the redcoats or
shoot them? ive been a member of J.P.F.O. off and on for years as well as being
a member of G.O.A.,Second ammend. foundation and NRA.just another former
Marine trying to help.

Aug 7, 2010 4:41 AM

303 Yes I do.  I am very surprised at the direct line of information and possible future
information that has and might be the facts of life here in the good old USA.

Aug 7, 2010 9:24 AM

304 No, IBD has done so before. Best in class for my $$$. Aug 7, 2010 1:30 PM

305 Yes. Aug 7, 2010 2:36 PM

306 yes Aug 7, 2010 3:31 PM

307 No 
Business owners are also scared and not sure of what is going to happen. The
author is only putting a voice to what business owners have been thinking.

Aug 7, 2010 6:12 PM

308 No, I think the business community is scared to death.  However, they are
protecting their own asses.  By the time the public figures out what is happening,
our remaining retirement funds will be gone.  It's horrifying.

Aug 7, 2010 8:29 PM

309 No they are coming to grips with reality Aug 8, 2010 1:19 AM

310 no  its about time that people start standing up for freedom and liberty.  if apathy
and lake of interest in our future prevail then we are lost.

Aug 8, 2010 2:05 AM

311 No, I find it refreshing.  The American people need to know how our country as we
know it is threatened.

Aug 8, 2010 5:30 AM

312 YES! Only because these days most people/groups do not have the intestinal
fortitude to put into print what is going on because of fear of reprisal!
NO! Because this is what needs to be done! We can no longer afford to let the
other guy do it and we cannot afford to look the other way with our heads in the
sand. There is a very definite power struggle going on for our country and we, the
people, must stand up to it.

Aug 8, 2010 2:53 PM

313 I like it, thank you. Aug 8, 2010 4:04 PM

314 nope, nobama is destroying businesses left and right. Aug 8, 2010 7:30 PM
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315 Not really, I don't know much about the business publication in question, but it
probably doesn't have that wide a circulation and the jest of the article had very
little to do with the assualts on our inalienable rights. It's all right to lose our right's
if its done by a republican is the moral of the authors just not thus dastardly
liberals.

Aug 8, 2010 7:42 PM

316 No Aug 8, 2010 11:08 PM

317 Yes. Aug 9, 2010 12:39 AM

318 In a way yes, but I'm seeing that more and more business people are waking up
to the reality of how this administration is choking off businesses and grabbing
power. I think we are just at the tipping point where people will no longer remain
silent.

Aug 9, 2010 1:11 AM

319 NO Aug 9, 2010 3:36 AM

320 It's not too astounding from what I hear from Beck, O'Reily and other
conservatives.  Everyone is thinking it already, unless they are listening to CNN,
and know we will have to do something soon.  But having served in a war
previously I certainly hope we can keep our freedoms entact short of a revolution.
Its like the polititans are doing whatever they please without checks and balances
irregardless of what the people want.

Aug 9, 2010 3:43 AM

321 no!  business is in the cross hairs of the power hungry control freaks! Aug 9, 2010 4:08 AM

322 Thankfully they did. Aug 9, 2010 5:12 AM

323 Yes.   Good for them.   They do not stand alone.  and they do a valuable service
by informing others who are ignorant of exactly what and who the nut in the White
House is doing.

Aug 9, 2010 8:30 PM

324 It's about damn time Aug 10, 2010 3:32 AM

325 no Aug 10, 2010 5:18 AM

326 No Aug 10, 2010 2:29 PM

327 Yes Aug 10, 2010 4:23 PM

328 No, people everywhere are finally beginning to wake up. If the new axis powers,
(Obama, Reid, Pelosi, the federal reserve, and our senate) have accomplished
anything good it is that they have awakened the silent majority from their slumber.

Aug 10, 2010 8:57 PM

329 Yes Aug 11, 2010 12:38 AM

330 What I find astounding is that the Obama administration has a vision of taxing
business out of existence and having everyone dependent on the government.  I
think it's about time someone wrote the article you wrote, thanks.  Marxism
doesn't work.  Maybe it works for B. Hussein, but not for America.  Too bad we
don't have an American President.

Aug 11, 2010 2:36 AM

331 not necessarily.  businesses are intimately involved in the problem and the
solution.  small business is being driven out of existance, and big business not
taken over by fascist govt. fiat, is in bed with the offenders in govt.  business at
one level or another, is at the heart of the problem and the solution.  or so i
believe.

Aug 11, 2010 5:43 PM

332 No not in light of the media changes today Aug 11, 2010 6:12 PM

333 No keep up the good work. If only our news media was as direct as You. You are
only writing what the majority of the population of America is saying and feeling.

Aug 11, 2010 6:21 PM

334 Yes.  Most "mainstream" media are VERY pro-administration, and to hear such
"doom-and-gloom" from one of them is very surprising indeed.

Aug 11, 2010 7:36 PM

335 yes Aug 11, 2010 7:40 PM

336 I believe that freedom of speach is paramount, reguardless of who prints it. Aug 12, 2010 1:03 PM

337 No, coercive solicitation is the norm of big business and politicians alike. Aug 12, 2010 7:29 PM

338 Not really. JPFO is not a business per se, it is a public interest group. Aug 12, 2010 10:31 PM
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339 No.

It is long past time for us, 'WE THE PEOPLE" to stand up.

Stand up for our children and their children.

Our backs are to the wall.  We must ACT !

Aug 13, 2010 1:36 AM

340 No, many in the business community know what is at stake if central planning
gets total control of our economy.

Aug 13, 2010 3:31 AM

341 No, it is a sign of how far afield we have been forced by the current adminstration.
I would be surprised that it got published at all in most publications.

Aug 13, 2010 6:45 AM

342 No I don't. I wish we have more media telling the truth. Fox is the only one that
goes close and they have to be careful so they don't use it as a reason to shut
them down.

Aug 13, 2010 7:30 AM

343 No.

Not in today's situation.

Aug 14, 2010 2:42 AM

344 Not really, at this point everybody's suffering the effects of an out of control
government.

Aug 14, 2010 5:39 PM

345 Disturbed and reassured; disturbed that the state of liberty in this country has
declined to this extent. Reassured by the fact that if IBD can see this, than my
own fears are not entirely unjustified.

Aug 15, 2010 5:33 AM

346 NO. Everyone is sick of that alien, even the Dems Aug 15, 2010 11:04 PM

347 No. I am glad that business publications are speaking out. Unfortunately the
media that is supposed to be vigilant is busy seeking the favor of the current
occupant of the White House. With the media in Mr. Obama's pocket, those who
seek truth must find the sources who speak it.

Aug 15, 2010 11:53 PM

348 NO Aug 16, 2010 4:29 AM

349 I wish it were being broadcast daily on every news media.  Not in astonishment,
people are slowly waking up to the true liberal agenda which I believe is total
control through socialism.  We have traitors to the Constitution in our midst and
they are being portrayed as saviors.  It is our duty as Citizens of this great land to
resist the taking away of more freedom.  I will not trade my freedom for
convenience.

Aug 16, 2010 6:50 PM

350 not in a free market. Aug 17, 2010 12:55 AM

351 No.  What I find astounding is that too many people are sitting around with their
heads in the sand, even those who read the article.

Aug 17, 2010 3:27 AM

352 Not at all. Conspiracy theories appeal to lots of clueless people, and often the
nuttier the better.

Aug 17, 2010 1:33 PM

353 In this era of mainstream media being the lapdog of an administration gone amok,
I am both surprised and enheartened to see it.

Aug 17, 2010 4:36 PM

354 Yes, But anymore nothing surprises me that happens in Washington DC. Pelosi
and some of the other communists will ruin the U.S.

Aug 18, 2010 3:24 PM

355 Yes, but there is much more that needs to be reveiled the the public. This is what I
have been doing for the last few years. So many don't want to be involved
because of the fear they feel. This is just what those who are causing this crisis
wish to happen. Fear will stop thsoe who would normally be involved, from acting
and spealing up. But I am not afraid of the truth or those who would try to silence
the truth can do to me.

Aug 18, 2010 5:45 PM

356 No.  They will be in the bread line with the rest of us. Aug 19, 2010 2:18 AM

357 no Aug 19, 2010 3:40 AM


